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Abstract
Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco) assimilates carbon dioxide (CO2) from air
into biomass. Due to its slow turnover, the reaction is a rate-limiting step in photosynthetic carbon
fixation. The carboxylation reaction catalyzed by Rubisco is subject to inhibition by oxygen (O2) in a
competing, non-productive reaction that reduces the efficiency of the enzyme by up to 50%. This makes
Rubisco a target for engineering to increase crop yield.
The specificity of Rubisco for CO2 over O2 is a measure how well the enzyme is able to suppress the
unwanted oxygenation reaction and varies between organisms. The specificity of Rubisco from several
marine algae surpasses that of crop plants. Diatoms with high CO2 specificity from the arctic waters
around Svalbard have been cultured, the Rubisco protein has been isolated and characterised, and the
crystal structure has been determined. The holoenzyme structure is similar to the structure of Rubisco
from plants, but the fold of the small subunits differs and has a shorter βA-βB loop and carboxyterminal extension that extends into the solvent channel, that appears to provide extra stability to the
holoenzyme.
The holoenzyme is a hexadecamer consisting of 8 large, catalytic, and 8 small subunits (L8S8) with a
mass of 500 kD. The dynamics of the interaction between the subunits in this large protein will likely
influence catalysis and CO2/O2 specificity. In order to examine the interface communication between
subunits, molecular dynamics simulations have been performed on Rubisco enzymes from different
organisms and with different holoenzyme structures, showing that the number of contacts and the size
of the interaction area differ significantly in the different complexes examined. Single-residue mutations
that affect specificity in Rubisco from the unicellular green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii also
influence the protein dynamics and interactions across the subunit interfaces.
The migration of the gaseous substrates, CO2 and O2 in and around Rubisco, was investigated using
molecular dynamics simulations. The results indicate that at equal concentrations of the gas, Rubisco
has a preference for binding CO2 over O2. Amino acids with small hydrophobic side chains are the most
proficient in attracting CO2, indicating a significant contribution of the hydrophobic effect in the
interaction. On average, residues in the small subunit bind approximately twice as much CO2 as do
residues in the large subunit, suggesting the small subunit may function as a reservoir for CO2 storage.
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Abbreviations
2PG

2-phosphoglycolate

3PGA

3-phospoglycerate

ATP

Adenosine triphosphate

CABP

2-carboxyarabinitol-1,5-bisphosphate

CC

Calvin cycle

CPU

Central processing unit

GB

Gigabyte, 109 byte

GROMACS GRoningen MAchine for Chemical Simulations
Kcat

Catalytic contant incorporating the rate constants for all the reactions between
Enzyme-Substrate complex and Enzyme+Product; a measure of optimal catalytic
production

KM

Michaelis constant; ‘substrate affinity’

L

Rubisco large subunit

MD

Molecular dynamics

NADPH

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate

OPLS

Optimized potentials for liquid simulations (force field)

pcr

Polymerase chain reaction

PDB

Protein Data Bank

RMSF

Root mean square fluctuation

Rubisco

Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase

RuBP

Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate

S

Rubisco small subunit

TIPnP

Transferable intermolecular potential n point (water)

V

Reaction Velocity

Ω

Specificity factor
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Foreword. Poor old Noah (ii)
According the one of the oldest historical accounts, grasses were created on
the third day of earth’s existence. This is acknowledged by at least two world
religions (see e.g. Genesis 1:9-12) and with such backup it is not strange that
even today, people claim there is an intelligent design to all we see around us.
We can derive from this account that grasses were the first known species of
plant. On that same day seed plants and fruit bearing trees were created. The
day after, daylight was created and this - though not mentioned literally - can
be marked as the day photosynthesis started.
As a workhorse for using the energy given by the light to grow, an enzyme
was given to plants that we now name Rubisco. This enzyme has the
remarkable capability of being able to capture gas from the air and ’eat’ it. It is
what makes a grass (or indeed any plant) grow. Without Rubisco, no plant can
live. The plants were given an enzyme that does this job really well when there
is a lot of edible gas around. Plants like a concentration of about 1-5% edible
carbon dioxide in the air with no oxygen. On the conditions that the first plants
encountered in the aforementioned account, information is sparse, but since
humans appeared within a week after this we can only assume that carbon
dioxide levels were brought down to the human safe level of less than 1% and
that there was enough oxygen to breathe from that day on.
Initially this seemed a solution for the waste problem that plants had: they
were breathing out toxic oxygen. But they were stuck with an enzyme that was
made to work in much higher carbon dioxide levels. On top of this, oxygen
proved to be equally edible, but it would not make the plant grow. From now
on plants had to make vast numbers of enzyme to make up for this flaw.
Making and recycling Rubisco takes up most of a plant’s energy, whereas the
solution seems much simpler: creating an efficient enzyme that can easily tell
food from fake.
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Knowing that the levels of oxygen would go up to such high level that it
would impair enzyme efficiency indicated that planning was absent or that the
design was unintelligent. Perhaps, instead of maintaining that there was a
design, we should consider another possibility. For this we turn for a brief
moment to bacteria.
Suppose we have a bacterium that is susceptible for antibiotics. We can let
this bacterium grow on a dish if we provide it with food. Within a day there
will be countless colonies thriving visible to the human eye. Now we take a
few billion bacteria - they are so small that they will fit on the tip of a needle
all together - and put them on another dish with more food. This dish contains
also an antibiotic mixed in the food that is toxic for the bacterium. What you
can see after a day is that there are far less colonies on this dish, because most
of the bacteria died within an hour of being put on it. But a few managed to
grow. These are bacteria that obtained antibiotic resistance. It can be shown by
comparing their genetic makeup with their ancestors, that they have acquired
different genes. These bacteria have not been created at the beginning of
history nor have they been designed. They got their new skill through a random
mutation in their DNA. Now mutations are a rare thing. DNA is very carefully
copied with every cell division, but from time to time they happen. What
makes this work is the sheer amount of individuals involved. It took billions of
dying bacteria and only a few had the right mutation to adapt and survive.
Enzymes behave in a similar way, evolving from simple to complex
systems by mutations. If we look at another historical account, the collective
plant genes, we can see that Rubisco is reshaped once every few hundred
million years, though the basic large subunit is formed only once in history. It
got adapted once it was there. At first the enzyme appeared when the earths
carbon dioxide concentrations were high and oxygen was low. When that
slowly changed, plants survived and adapted what they could to become
efficient enough to live. Residues mutated at a natural rate, taking many
generations. Slowly, more efficient mutations outgrew the originals, but the
original build was too complex to be completely changed from one generation
to the other so the basic layout stayed. Subunits were added that stabilize the
molecule. In a further adaption to local temperature differences, the basic
substrate changed from a 3-carbon molecule to a 4-carbon molecule in regions
that are constantly warm, allowing stable growth in those areas. In the arctic
waters high specificity for carbon dioxide over oxygen became decisive, for in
cold waters carbon dioxide availability is low and chemical reactions are slow.
These algae cannot compensate Rubisco’s inefficiency with high turnover. In a
changing world, the most adapted, in other words: the fittest, survived.
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Rubisco’s inefficiency and survival is a case of evolution in action. It can be
explained without the help of a theory of divine creation.
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1

Introduction

1.1 An important but very inefficient enzyme
Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco) is an enzyme
crucial to life. Without it no plant would grow, no animal or human would
have food. Yet, for all its importance it is remarkably inefficient. It is so
inefficient that most plants have to resort to producing it in huge amounts to be
able to survive, sometimes up to 50% of plant leaf protein consists only of
Rubisco (Ellis, 1979). To give an idea how inefficient it actually is, a
comparison with other enzymes is enlightening.
The turnover number of an enzyme is defined as the number of substrate
molecules converted to product per unit time by an enzyme that is fully
saturated with its substrate. The turnover number of the enzyme catalase is one
of the highest known. Catalase splits hydrogen peroxide in water and oxygen at
up to 40,000,000 molecules per second. Most biological enzymes are not that
fast, but still turn over up to several hundreds or thousands of molecules per
second (Table 1). Rubisco enzymes on the other hand have a turnover number
as low as 3-10 per second in case of some higher plants.
It is safe to say that Rubisco is an inefficient enzyme and that raises many
questions about one of the most basic processes of life. Why is it so slow? Why
has it not been replaced with a less costly mechanism? Explanations are hinted
by a number of factors, though so far we do not fully understand all the details
of it. By now, Rubisco has been the subject of thousands of scientific papers,
many of which try to solve a piece of the mystery. The details provided in
those papers are intriguing and sometimes raise new questions. Nevertheless,
they give us an insight in the fine and complex workings of life and evolution,
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to which, hopefully, the papers presented in this thesis add new ideas. In this
summary, first the structure of the enzyme and enzymatic reaction is
considered, to see the details of the process of carbon fixation. Then the
molecular forms of Rubisco will be discussed, emphasizing the important role
of Rubisco from marine organisms. Naturally occurring mutations are
presented in the chapter thereafter and this is followed by a discussion of the
dynamics of Rubisco. The gas substrate and other factors to consider are
discussed last.

Table 1. Enzyme turnover. Source: Biochemistry 5th edition. Berg JM, Tymoczko JL, Stryer L. New
York: W.H.Freeman; 2002 and: Biochemistry, Vol 1, AvJ Stenesh, New York 1998

Enzyme

Turnover (s-1)

Catalase

40,000,000

Carbonic anhydrase

600,000

3-Ketosteroid isomerase

280,000

Acetylcholinesterase

25,000

Urase

10,000

Penicillinase

2,000

Lactate dehydrogenase

1,000

Beta-galactosidase

208

Chymotrypsin

100

DNA polymerase I

15

Tyrosyl-tRNA, synthetase 8
Tryptophan synthetase

2

Pepsin

0.5

Lysozyme

0.5

1.2 Molecular forms of Rubisco
The most common form of Rubisco is a hexadecamer (L8S8) of eight large (L)
subunits complemented by eight small (S), non-catalytic, subunits. The large
subunit contains a carboxy-terminal α/β barrel domain that interacts with the
amino-terminal domain of an adjacent L subunit to form an active site. A largelarge subunit dimer is therefore required to complete the active site (Andersson
et al., 1989). In some prokaryotes, the catalytic subunit of Rubisco forms a
homodimer (L2) with two catalytic sites (in e.g. Rhodospirillum rubrum).
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Unlike the hexadecameric form of Rubisco, which is not soluble when stripped
of its small subunits, the dimeric Rubisco forms a soluble complex. Dimeric
Rubisco shows only about 30% sequence identity with hexadecameric Rubisco
(Tabita et al., 2007) nevertheless three-dimensional structures of the catalytic L
subunits of both forms are almost identical. Especially the active site is highly
conserved (Tabita, 1999, Andersson & Taylor, 2003). There is a third form of
Rubisco, so far found in archaea, that comprises 10 large subunits, arranged as
five dimers (Kitano et al., 2001).
The hexadecameric form of Rubisco has a 422 symmetry. The large
subunits are arranged in four dimers, grouped around the four-fold axis. The
small subunits are arranged as two tetramers that cover the top and bottom of
the large subunits. Along the four-fold axis is a solvent accessible channel that
varies in size between species, depending on the size of loops in the small
subunit. The small subunits are not directly connected to the active site and
therefore do not take part directly in catalysis. However, the small subunits are
important for holoenzyme stability (Esquivel et al., 2002) and thus, indirectly,
influence catalysis. Each small subunit interacts with three large subunits and
two small subunits. The large subunits also have more than one interaction
with neighboring subunits and in total there are 48 subunit interfaces in
hexadecameric Rubisco. They can be classified into seven different types of
interfaces (Knight et al., 1990). This is illustrated in Figure 1 using the
structure of wild-type Rubisco from Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. The seven
interfaces include three L–L subunit interaction interfaces, three L–S subunit
interfaces, and one S–S subunit interface. The LL1 interface is the largest
interface and involves two L subunits dimerizing “head to tail” to form a
functional dimer. The core of Rubisco is made up of four functional dimers.
Within the core, each L subunit is part of two additional interfaces, LL2 and
LL3, involving the L subunits of the neighboring dimer. In addition, each L
subunit makes contact with three neighboring S subunits in the interfaces LS1,
LS2, and LS3. There is only one type of S–S subunit interface, SS1.
An active site in L8S8 Rubisco is located in each large subunit at the LL1
interface and has an elongated, or funnel-like shape (Andersson et al., 1989).
The N-terminal domain of the neighbouring dimer on the LL1 interface
provides residues that are needed for completion of the active site. In all, there
are twenty residues involved in substrate binding, most are charged (a detailed
description can be found in Andersson et al., 1989 and Knight et al., 1990).
The active site is open to solvent when no substrate is present. The C-terminal
loop of the large subunit (residues 331-338) is flexible and substrate binding
induces this loop relocate, closing the active site from the solvent and lysine
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Figure 1. L8S8 Rubisco architecture and interfaces
334, located at the tip of the loop, forms direct interactions with both the
substrate and the other large subunit (Taylor and Andersson, 1996).
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1.3 Carboxylation/oxygenation reactions
By incorporating carbon dioxide (CO2) into ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate,
(RuBP), Rubisco ensures a net carbon uptake that is used for building biomass.
Aside from the carboxylation of RuBP, Rubisco catalyzes a number of side
reactions. The reaction with oxygen (O2) produces a toxic by-product of no real
value for the organism.
The transition from dark to light in plant leaves results in a rise in pH. This
facilitates deprotonation of the amino group of active site lysine 201. The
carbon fixation reaction starts by this lysine binding one CO2 (Lorimer 1976).
The binding is reversible and depends on pH. After this, a magnesium ion
(Mg2+) stabilises the carbamate group. The Mg2+ is the center for catalysis.
With this in place, a second CO2 can be coordinated by the magnesium ion.
Before or after this, the substrate RuBP can enter Rubisco’s active site. Once
Lys201 is carbamylated, and Mg2+ and the substrate RuBP are in place, the
reaction can begin (Figure 2). Assisted by groups on the protein, the C3 proton
is abstracted, creating an enediol intermediate. The hydrogen electron pair of
RuBP moves to C3-C2, creating a negative charge on the C2 oxygen. CO2 then
makes a nucleophilic attack on the 2-3-enediolate, forming the instable 3-keto2-carboxyarabinitol-1,5-bisphosphate. With the help of a water molecule the
C3 gets hydrated, splitting this molecule in the process into one 3phosphoglycerate (3PGA) directly and a carboxylate anion of 3phosphoglycerate, which is finally stereospecifically protonated to form the
second product molecule as illustrated in Figure 2 (Taylor & Andersson, 1997;
Cleland et al., 1998; Kanappan & Gready, 2008). Upon product formation the
active site opens and reaction products are released. 3-Phosphoglycerate is then
processed further in the cell’s metabolism into substances that let its host
organism grow, but for virtually all phototrophic organisms, this is the only
point where inorganic carbon enters the metabolism.
Oxygenation is a competitive reaction that can happen when O2 is present in
the active site after activation. Whereas the active site is made for linking CO2
to the enediol, it is possible for O2 to be bound to the substrate instead. This
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Figure 2. The carboxylation and oxygenation reactions catalyzed by Rubisco

does not lead to the usual end product of two 3-phosphoglycerate (6 carbon
atoms), but produces one molecule of 3-phosphoglycerate plus one molecule of
2-phosphoglycolate (5 carbon atoms in total). This means there is no net
carbon fixation. In addition, 2-phosphoglycolate is toxic in high concentrations
and must ultimately be metabolised, making the process energetically
unfavorable. The complex recovery route is illustrated in Figure 3 and will not
be discussed in full detail here. Suffice to say that the recovery uses the cell’s
resources (ATP and NADPH) and in this respect the process is unwanted.
Given the high O2 pressure in the air, this is a serious by-product route to count
with. In extreme cases up to two thirds of the product may be phosphoglycolate
with one third phosphoglycerate in tobacco leaf if CO2 availability is limited
(to 0.01 mM HCO3-) and O2 saturated (Pearce, 2006). Under regular
circumstances the loss is around 30%, but may be as high as 50% (Watson et
al., 1997). Apart from phosphoglycolate there are a number of other
compounds that can be produced in side-reactions involving RuBP, such as
xylulose-1,5-bisphosphate, pentodiulose-1,5-bisphosphate and carboxytetriol1,4-bisphosphate, but they are around 1% or less of the product formation even
in O2 saturation and as such do not play a major role (Pearce, 2006).
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Figure 3. Photorespiration. The main product of oxygenation, 2-phosphoglycolate (2-PG) and its
complex recovery route from chloroplast (left) to peroxisome (top right), mitochondria (bottom right)
and back to return as phosphoglycerate input for the Calvin Cycle (CC).

1.4 Variation in CO2 concentration
Around 2.7 billions years ago the first Rubisco appeared that, connected to
photoreception, converted CO2 into biomass and excreted toxic oxygen as a
waste product. It is suggested that it evolved from a methanogen (Tabita et al.
2007), or a methionine salvage pathway (Ashida et al. 2005), though its true
ancestor we will probably never know. The environment where it started to
contribute to the carbon cycle was a different one than the current, likely with a
1000 times higher level of CO2 in the atmosphere and much lower
concentrations of O2. In the course of geological history the concentrations of
CO2 and O2 have fluctuated, but the amount of carboxylation-competitive O2
has increased and been significantly higher in the atmosphere for most of the
time at least since the Cambrian explosion. Interestingly, the current dimeric,
decameric and hexadecameric complexes of Rubisco already existed before the
great drop in CO2 concentration so they should not be taken as a response to
23

changes in the atmosphere, rather a form of local adaptation that benefitted its
host organism (Whitney et al., 2011).
Currently the earth's atmosphere consists of 20.95% oxygen. CO2 levels are
rising steadily for over a century and the most recent CO2 count was 396.8 ppm
(0.04%, February 2013). This formidable difference in concentration does not
reflect the local in vivo condition in which Rubisco operates. The
concentration of either gas near Rubisco is not directly derived from the
atmospheric concentration. CO2 availability in aquatic environment is lower
than in air because of unfavourable solvation. Most CO2 in the sea will be
converted to HCO3- and enter algae in this form. Differences in pH and slow
diffusion increase local variation in CO2 availability. The level of cross
membrane diffusion, availability of CO2 transporters and temperature influence
how much CO2 reaches Rubisco in varies species. The CO2 concentration is
further influenced by presence of carbonic anhydrases and carbon
concentrating mechanisms. The availability of light alters these variables also.
It is for these reasons, if one takes all these factors together, that the local
concentration of CO2 is hard to know exactly. Estimates have been made that
put the available CO2 at 2-10 µM (e.g. Pons et al., 2009). The local O2
concentration is unknown. Caution has to be taken in extrapolating theses
numbers across species and habitats.

1.5 Similarity of CO2 and O2
The reasons for Rubisco’s O2 susceptibility lie partly in the similarities of O2
and CO2. From an electrostatic point of view they are both uncharged and with
only a small dipole. The small dipole of both molecules has a similar pattern
with a more positive center and light negative charges at either end of the
molecule (for a visualisation see Kannappan & Gready, 2008). In terms of size
O2 is smaller (O-O bond length of 1.21 Å, versus 2.32 Å in O=C=O. The Van
der Waals radius of O is 1.52 Å). Both molecules can easily pass a biological
membrane through diffusion (Hub and De Groot 2008), nevertheless specific
membrane transporters have also evolved.
Table 2. Kinetic properties of various Rubiscos (under saturation of RuBP and CO2). Data from: 1)
Morell et al., 1990; 2) Tcherkez and Farquhar, 2006; 3) Pearce, 2006; 4) Jordan, 1983; 5) Genkov and
Spreitzer, 2009; A) Whitney et al., 2001. Table on the next page.
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1.6 Diversity in catalytic rate and CO2/O2 specificity
Rubisco from individual species has unique catalytic properties, owing to
variations in amino acids sequence. Along with this, the local conditions in
which Rubisco has to operate can vary. Rubisco's preference for CO2 to O2 is
referred to as the CO2/O2 specificity. The specificity factor is defined as
VcKmo/VoKmc, where Vc and Vo are the maximal velocities of carboxylation and
oxygenation, respectively, and Kmc and Kmo are the Michaelis constants for
CO2 and O2, respectively (Laing et al., 1974). The relative rates for
carboxylation and oxygenation are defined by the product of the specificity
factor (often referred to as Ω and sometimes as τ) and the ratio of CO2 to O2
concentrations at the active site. Km is defined as the substrate concentration at
which the reaction rate is half Vmax and describes the substrate concentration
needed for effective catalysis. A high Km indicates a high concentration of
substrate is needed. Often this number is interpreted as substrate affinity. Kcat
represents the number of substrate molecules turned over per second, or,
shortly, the turnover number. The ratio kcat/Km is an indication for overall
enzyme efficiency.
The rates of carboxylation and the specificity are shown for a number of
Rubisco from different species in Table 2. This table gives an idea of the
differences that Rubisco from various species can exhibit. Bacterial Rubiscos
are dimeric and generally have a low specificity, but in an oxygen-poor
environment they will perform well. Cyanobacteria have higher substrate
specificities (>40) and higher kcat (>10 per second) than bacteria. They have a
larger enzyme-substrate affinity however, so their effective growth (turnover)
rate may not be as good as one would expect based on Ω and kcat.
Vascular plants have a higher specificity, but their catalytic rates are lower
compared to cyanobacteria. Wheat (Triticum aestivum), rice (Oryza sativa),
spinach (Spinacia oleracea) and maize (Zea mays) have specificity factors
around 80. Their kcat is less than 5 per second. Interestingly, non-green algae
show a high CO2 specificity, with values well over 100. They make a case for
comparing specificity with crop Rubisco.
Substrate specificity is an important factor in effective turnover for
Rubisco, together with catalytic rate. Taken together, there seems to be a
balance between the two (Jordan et al., 1983, Zhu et al., 2004). It would in
principle be possible to overcome Rubisco's inefficiency by either scaling up
catalytic rate to make more end product or to make the reaction more specific
so that no side reactions occur. Consider two organisms: one with a low
specificity for the enzyme's substrate and a high catalytic rate, or another
organism with a high specificity and a low catalytic rate. Hereby both
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organisms may achieve a net equal growth. If we assume higher specificity as
an aspect of evolution, it appears at least roughly to follow the division
between higher plants and photosynthetic bacteria, but what good is higher
specificity if a higher plant then just scales back its reaction rate? Would not
the end result be the same? Yet there is a difference and the importance is in
understanding that a higher specificity with lower reaction rate allows better
competitive growth, especially in environments with high O2 competition. If
we count growth over millennia or even millions of years, a better growth of
only a fraction of a percent is enough to outcompete other organisms. It has
been argued that higher plants simply do not have to be more efficient than
they actually are (Tcherkez and Farquhar, 2006). As inefficient as Rubisco may
seem to us, it is enough to thrive.
Still, that does not satisfy a growing world population and we would be
helped to great extent if we could find a way to increase Rubisco activity and
thereby crop growth by only, for example, 3%. The reaction catalyzed by
Rubisco is the rate limiting reaction in the Calvin cycle. That makes it the
obvious target for molecular engineering, therefore understanding the function
and efficiency of Rubisco has been a research goal for many decades.

1.7 Rubisco with high specificity
Each year, 123 Pg (120x1015 g) of carbon is exchanged through terrestrial
organisms, 90 Pg is exchanged between the atmosphere and oceans. Another 68 Pg is emitted through burning of fossil fuels. Every year about 10% of
atmospheric CO2 is recycled (0.1% of the total carbon amount in the biosphere)
(Field et al., 1998; Beer et al., 2009; Scholes and Noble, 2001).
Seventy percent of the earth is covered by oceans. Marine photosynthesis
contributes to about 50% of the global carbon sequestration, which amonts to
some 2-4 Pg yr-1 terrestrial (Le Quere et al., 2009) and 2.2 Pg yr-1 marine
sequestration (Takahashi et al. 2002). At a glance, it looks as if terrestrial
Rubisco is more efficient by area. However, one has to take into account other
factors for marine photosynthesis such as the difference in number of
photosynthetic organisms and that a major part of marine photosynthesis takes
place in colder waters. Perhaps a better way of realizing the potential of marine
Rubisco is that marine organisms face limitations in light and CO2 availability
that are much more extreme than for terrestrial plants. Rubisco from non-green
algae, diatoms and rhodophytes, have a higher CO2 specificity than plant
Rubisco. The importance for the ecosystem and the relatively high CO2
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specificity of many arctic diatoms motivated us to collect and characterize
them in a series of expeditions to the Barentsz sea in May of 2004, 2005 and
2006.

1.8 Mutations in large and small subunits
It appears that the active site of Rubisco has remained strongly conserved, and
so has overall fold of the enzyme. Directed mutagenesis of large subunit active
site residues invariably results in reaction impairment (reviewed in Hartman
and Harpel, 1994; Spreitzer and Salvucci 2002). Natural variation in Rubisco
sequence occurs outside these active site residues, indicating that the causes for
variation in catalytic rate and specificity are to be found there. Mutations in the
large subunit far from the active site have been shown to influence specificity
(Spreitzer, 2001)
Mutations in the small subunit of Rubisco from prokaryotes and algae,
influences Ω (Kostov et al., 1997, Spreitzer et al., 2001, Genkov et al., 2006),
despite the small subunit not taking part in catalysis. The ten most conserved
small subunit residues have been investigated (Genkov and Spreitzer, 2009).
Alanine substitution has no apparent effect in three cases (S16A, P19A, E92A)
and results in holoenzyme instability (L18A), decreased specificity (Y32A,
E43A) or affected catalysis (Y32A, E43A, W73A, L78A, P79A, F81A). Nine
of the ten conserved small subunit residues are located at the interface of large
and small subunit near large subunit α-helix 8. Interface interaction apparently
plays a role in communicating these structural differences to the active site, but
the mechanism is poorly understood.

1.9 The unicellular green algae Chlamydomonas reinhardtii as a
model organism
Studying mutations in plant Rubisco poses a problem since plants cannot thrive
without a functional enzyme. There are additional complications if one would
try site-directed mutagenesis in plants. The large subunit is encoded in the rbcL
gene in the chloroplast, whereas the small subunit rbcS gene is located in the
nucleus (Kawashima, 1972). Transport into the chloroplast and assembly of
holoprotein requires signal sequences and species-specific chaperones.
Mutagenesis of plant Rubisco is therefore only recently possible, but is time-
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consuming and restricted to some favourable cases (Whitney et al., 2011). The
unicellular green algae C. reinhardtii on the other hand, is an excellent
organism to study photosynthesis related mutations in Rubisco, because
photosynthesis deficient mutants of C. reinhardtii can survive on acetate as a
carbon source (Spreitzer and Metz, 1981). Numerous photosynthesis-deficient
C. reinhardtii mutants, with amino acid substitutions in both L and S subunits,
have been identified, and recovery mutants have been selected and
characterized (Spreitzer et al., 2005, Genkov et al., 2006, Karkehabadi et al.,
2007) (reviewed in Spreitzer and Salvucci, 2002). Structural studies, together
with biochemical characterizations, were carried out on several of these
mutants (Karkehabadi et al. 2007, Karkehabadi, Peddy et al., 2005,
Karkehabadi, Taylor et al., 2005, Garcia-Murria et al., 2008) and have
provided detailed information on an atomic/molecular level. By screening of
naturally occurring mutants in C. reinhardtii, a temperature-conditional
photosynthesis–deficient mutant was discovered. This mutant, with a large
subunit L290F substitution, has a 13% reduced Ω. Further genetic selection for
recovery of photosynthetic growth resulted in two large subunit mutations,
A222T and V262L, that restored thermal stability and increased Ω (Du et al.,
2000, Hong and Spreitzer, 1997). Structural studies showed that the L290F
substitution resulted in increased temperature factors at specific sites,
compared to the wild-type protein (Karkehabadi, Taylor et al., 2005). This
hinted to a dynamic explanation for the decreased specificity. Structural
analysis further showed that destabilization by the L290F mutation appeared to
be transmitted to the βA-βB loop of the small subunit. This loop varies
considerably in length and in sequence, in diverse species. Replacing the βA–
βB loop of C. reinhardtii Rubisco (28 residues) with the shorter corresponding
loops from Synechococcus (10 residues) or spinach (22 residues) Rubiscos
(Karkehabadi, Peddy et al., 2005) did not result in significant changes in the
loop conformation, and the active sites appeared structurally intact. However,
both chimeric enzymes had altered catalytic properties, and the introduction of
the Synechococcus loop caused an 11% decrease in CO2/O2 specificity (Table
3). The results of these structural studies suggested that there is an indirect
effect of mutation on structure and function through the dynamics of the
protein.
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Table 3. Specificity and kinetic constants for Rubisco from C. reinhardtii and two artificial small
subunit loop replacement mutations (data from Karkehabadi, Peddy et al., 2005)

Wild type T46-G64 H47-F53
A47-R71 (Spinach) (Synechococcus)
Ω

63 ±2

62 ±3

56 ±1

Kcat (CO2)

35 ±2

26 ±3

36 ±1

Vc (µmol/h/mg) 111 ±6

55 ±4

60 ±6

1.10 A dynamical structure
The crystal structure of a protein is an average of billions of protein copies.
One important characteristic of proteins however is that they are dynamic in
behaviour, but the information on the dynamics of proteins are missing in
crystal structures of proteins. Smaller fluctuations are taken into account in
structure refinement in a per-atom assigned B-factor (or temperature factor)
that indicates the level of dynamic fluctuation. Using crystal structures it is
possible to obtain dynamic information of events at the atomic level through
computational analysis. Current computer systems are fast enough to do
calculations on atomic level of large protein complexes solvated in water,
opening a new level of protein structure investigation.
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2

Aim of this thesis

The understanding of the relation between enzyme structure and function
requires a comprehensive and detailed view of all its amino acids involved. Not
only residues directly involved in catalysis, but also key structural amino acids
are important. What influence structure, amino acid composition and atomic
fluctuation have on the general affinity of Rubisco for its substrate CO2 is not
well understood. The exact location and dynamics of each atom may influence
protein function to some degree. Earlier crystallographic work suggested the
importance of protein dynamics in communicating the effect of mutation on
structure and function (Karkehabadi, Peddy et al., 2005; Karkehabadi, Taylor
et al, 2005). The dynamics of Rubisco from C. reinhardtii and several mutants
with altered specificity and catalytic rate have been examined computationally
in atomic detail. To investigate differences in dynamics caused by mutations, a
detailed analysis of the interface communication in the protein complex was
performed.
Rubisco from marine organisms are structurally homologous with Rubisco
from crop plants and C. reinhardtii. Rubisco from arctic organisms have a high
specificity for CO2 within their habitat and this raises questions about the
differences in their structure and enzymatic properties compared to Rubisco
from crops. The structure and enzymatic properties of Rubisco from selected
marine diatoms was studied as apart of this thesis.
CO2 migration to the active site in Rubisco has never been investigated, yet
such studies could provide useful knowledge for future work attempting to
improve the enzyme. The CO2 and O2 affinity of each amino acid in Rubisco
from spinach and C. reinhardtii was estimated, in order to understand the
importance of specific amino acids. The approach here is again dynamical as
the atomic fluctuation at ambient temperature influences Rubisco's CO2
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affinity. The aim of this thesis is to understand Rubisco's structural dynamics
and the influence on the performance of Rubisco as a catalyst.
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3

Methods

The computational work in the papers presented in this thesis is largely
performed with molecular dynamics. Calculations on the dynamics of proteins
have restraints. Historically the size of a system and limitation in
computational power would determine the detail of the method of computation.
Proteins have been represented in the past with amino acids as points on a
discrete lattice and even as just containing two residue types – H (hydrophobic)
and P (polar) (reviewed in Dill 1993, Dill et al., 1995, Karplus and Sali, 1995).
All-atomic simulations have gradually become standard, allowing for more
accurate results. They do not take into account changes beyond atomic level,
however, thereby posing a limitation when it comes to hydrogen bonding and
polarization. Ideally, one would like a quantum mechanical representation of
proteins, to allow for chemical reactions to be observed and electrostatic
interactions to be modeled accurately. Unfortunately, quantum mechanical
representation of complete protein systems is still out of reach, as that would
require several orders of magnitude more calculation time than atom level
calculations. The present method of choice for full protein simulation is allatomic molecular dynamics.
A set of parameters describing atoms and their physical properties, has to be
chosen such that the protein is modeled accurately. Jorgensen et al. developed
the OPLS (optimized potentials for liquid simulations) force field during the
last half of the 1980s as a means to perform simulations of structures and
dynamics of biological systems (Jorgensen and Tirado-Rives, 1988). This
provides a reasonable set of parameters for description of atomic interactions in
solvated proteins. Water plays an important role in protein interactions and a
good description of water is therefore indispensible. The special nature of a
water molecule has led to explicit force-field descriptions of water as a threeatom molecule (e.g. TIP3P and SPC, SPC/E, Jorgensen et al., 1983, Berendsen
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et al., 1981, Berendsen et al., 1987), a four-point molecule (TIP4P, Jorgensen
et al., 1983), a five-point molecule, TIP5P (Mahoney and Jorgensen, 2000) and
even a six-point molecule (TIP6P, Nada and Van der Eerden, 2003), where
three points describe the atom locations and the other points are needed to set
the electrical charges and masses (reviewed e.g in Vega et al., 2009, Cheng and
Smith, 2007, Van der Spoel et al., 1998). These contribute to more accurate
description (in theory at least), but also increase the computational load. A
typical Rubisco system in this study used 55,000 water molecules, while
Rubisco ‘only’ consists of ~20,000 atoms. Choosing a more complex water
model for calculation inevitably means more computation time. A trade-off has
to be found for every system that vindicates accuracy of the results. The water
model used in the papers included in this thesis, TIP4P, proved to be the most
useful in terms of computational cost and accuracy.
Calculations presented in this thesis have been carried out at super
computer centers in Stockholm, Umeå and Linköping. Without them none of
the calculations would have been possible. At the start of this thesis work, it
took 3 months of cluster computation time to run one 20 ns Rubisco calculation
comprising 300,000 particles. On a current desktop PC these calculations
would take the best part of a decade each. Fortunately, the MD software used
(GROMACS) has been parallelized tremendously in recent years, allowing the
use of hundreds of CPUs simultaneously without too significant loss of
calculation time through inter-node communication, shortening trajectory
calculation times from months to days. One could ask why, with such
increased speed, not extend simulation time so that hundreds of ns or even µs
of trajectory is available for analysis. The size of the trajectory files is however
also something to consider and it has to be determined what simulation length
delivers statistically relevant data. A simulation time of Rubisco of 50 ns
generates 70 GB of trajectory, which will be backed up, split for analysis, et
cetera, and easily multiplies to a few hundred GB to work with. For one paper
there were at least 40 of these calculations. Reading this amount of data from
disk for analysis takes significant time as well and not every super computer
center currently allows temporal storage of such an amount of data. Thus, the
current length of computation and amount of data used is a necessary tradeoff.
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4

Results and Discussion

4.1 Specificity and Rubisco from marine algae
For Paper I in this thesis, diatoms were sampled in open arctic waters as well
as below the ice, in the coastal areas of northern Norway and in the Barentsz
sea. From these samples, monocultures were grown. In addition, cultures were
generated from collected diatom spores. The cultures were first tested on their
ability to grow in normal conditions and under limitation of CO2, nitrogen,
silicate (diatom outer cell walls are made of hydrated silicon dioxide) and
phosphorus. This resulted in cultures of Thalassiosira antarctica, Thalassiosira
gravida, Thalassiosira hyalina, Thalassiosira nordenskioeldi, Skeletonema
costatum, Bacteriosira bathyomphala, and Chaetoceros socialis. The mean
fastest grower of these is T. antarctica at 2-3oC and at 7oC (Table 3).

Table 4. Growth (in doubling per day) for seven arctic diatoms.
Species

Max. growth at 2-3oC

Max. growth at 7oC

Chaetoceros socialis

-0.19

0.09

Thalassiosira nordenskioeldii

0.02

0.11

Thalassiosira hyalina

-0.24

-0.32

Thalassiosira antarctica

0.54

0.12

Thalassiosira gravida

-0.25

-0.08

Skeletonema costatum

-0.22

-0.11

Bacteriosira bathyomphala

0.13

0.12
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The seven fastest growing diatom species were further mass cultivated. For
these cultures Rubisco specificity factors were finally determined based on 14C
incorporation in 3PGA (carboxylation) and oxygen consumption measurement
with an oxygen electrode (oxygenation). Together with the known
concentrations of CO2 and O2 the substrate specificity (Ω) can be calculated
(Table 4), This was done for three temperatures between 15oC and 35oC.
Rubiscos from arctic diatoms have their highest specificity at lower
temperatures (around 140 at 10oC, Haslam et al., 2005). Nevertheless the
specificity at room temperature is as high as that of Rubisco from vascular
plants. The lowest of these is S. costatum (Ω=72), a species that is commonly
found further south (Degerlund and Eilertsen, 2009).
Table 5. Relative specificities and kinetic constants of Rubisco from marine diatoms.
Species

Ω 15oC

Ω 25oC

Ω 35oC

Vcmax 25oC
-1

(µmol min mg

KMc25oC
-1

(µM)

Rubisco)
Thalassiosira hyalina A

105.5 ±4.1 99.3 ±3.2 86.7 ±1.1

2.67 ±0.07

49.8 ±2.8

Skeletonema marinoni

96.2 ±8.5

2.84 ±0.05

47.6 ±1.7

93.5 ±10.4 86.5 ±4.2 76.4 ±1.5

2.34 ±0.06

47.6 ±1.7

Thalassiosira nordenskioeldii A

81.5 ±2.1

2.57 ±0.05

122.8 ±3.9

Skeletonema costatum

72 ±2.2

95.7 ±6.6 84.1 ±4.7

Chaetoceros socialis

92 ±2.1

Thalassiosira antarctica A

90 ±3.2

Chaetoceros socialis
Bacteriosira bathyomphala

89 ±2.1

A) From Haslam et al., 2005

The crystal structures of Rubisco from five species have been determined
(T. antarctica, T. hyalina, T. nordenskioeldii, S costatum and B.
bathyomphala). The structures are L8S8 Rubisco, but are a form I variation that
differs from plant Rubisco. This form I C/D is characterized by a short βA-βB
loop and a carboxy-terminal extension in its small subunit that forms a β
hairpin. In a hexadecamer four β hairpins form a β barrel, defining the central
solvent channel opening (Figure 1 in Paper I). Form I A/B Rubisco in higher
plants and cyanobacteria Rubisco has a less extensive small-small subunit
interface, allowing for a more open solvent channel.
There are a number of post-translational modifications in the structures of
diatom Rubisco: T. antarctica, T. hyalina and B. bathyomphala have a (most
likely) methylated Cys109. Lys150 appears to have hydroxyl groups at Cγ and
Cδ that can form hydrogen bonds with neighbouring subunit residue Gly147.
Lys346 is tri-methylated at Nε. Two hydroxy prolines (Pro48, Pro155) have
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also been found. Hydroxy proline and methylated cysteine have been detected
earlier in Rubisco from C. reinhardtii (Taylor et al., 2001). Diatom Pro155
corresponds to hydroxylated Pro151 in C. reinhardtii. The reasons for these
side chain modifications are unclear.
The amino acids sequences of diatom Rubisco show variation within and
between species. The protein sequence of T. nordenskioeldii Rubisco deduced
from our electron density maps differs in several positions from the published
DNA sequences, but corresponds to the gene sequence obtained from our
material (Paper I, supplementary Figure 1). In addition, the gene sequence of T.
hyalina and B. bathyomphala differed in several positions from the sequences
deduced from the electron density maps and from the previously published
sequences. In all cases, the sequences were determined from both strands and
were checked multiple times in the case of ambiguities. There are a number of
possible explanations. Differences may be due to contaminations, pcr induced
artefacts or to differences in the material used for DNA sequencing and
structure determination. The latter may be due to the well-known problems
associated with the indentification of closely related diatom species (Syvertsen,
1977; Hasle & Syvertsen, 1997; Quillfeldt, 2001). There is also a possibility
that the sequence indeed varies within species. Some diatoms may carry
multiple genes for each subunit. Plants and green algae have more than one
nuclear encoded gene for the small subunit (e.g. 2 in C. reinhardtii and 22 in
wheat, Spreitzer, 2003). Multiple large and small subunit genes occur in some
prokaryotes (Heinhorst et al., 2002; Spreitzer, 2003). It is not unthinkable that
diatoms could carry more than one gene for the Rubisco large subunit.

4.2 Composition of interfaces, dynamic and implications for
function
There are four types of non-covalent protein interactions in proteins. First there
are hydrogen bond interactions, involving hydrogen shared by nitrogen or
oxygen. This happens either with an R-N-H group as donor on one side and a
double bonded R-C=O acceptor on the other, or an R-O-H donor on one side
and a R-C=O on the other, where R is an arbitrary group. Distances and
energies for possible hydrogen bonds are listed in Table 6.
Second is the electrostatic interaction between two particles (1 and 2),
determined by Coulombs law where the force is F=q1q2/4πε0r2, where q1 and q2
are charges or interacting particles, r is their distance and ε0 the vacuum
permittivity. If both particles (or chemical moieties) are charged, this type of
interaction is also called ionic bond or salt bridge.
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Thirdly there are Van der Waals interactions. Van der Waals interactions
occur mainly within 2.5 to 4 Å and find their origin in the charge fluctuations
around atoms, creating an attraction at a distance less than ~4 Å and a heavy
repulsion if the distance is shorter than the Van der Waals atom radius (e.g. 2 Å
for C, 1.4 Å for O, 1.2 Å for H). The Van der Waals attraction is a weaker
force than electrostatic or hydrogen bond interactions, but plays an important
role in protein interface interactions
Table 6. Non-covalent bonds in proteins and their typical lengths (after: Biochemistry 5th edition. Berg
JM, Tymoczko JL, Stryer L. New York: W.H.Freeman; 2002)

Interaction

Length (Å)

Strength (kJ/mol)

Coulomb

3

~5.9-12

Van der Waals

2.5-4

~2-4

2.70

21

O-H N

2.88

29

N-H. . .O

3.04

8

N-H. . .N

3.10

13

hydrogen bond
O-H. . .O
...

Finally, the hydrophobic interaction is an effective force that arises from the
electrostatic interaction of the surrounding water, which repels apolar atoms.
The large subunit homodimer interface from the first available crystal
structure of plant Rubisco has been described in Knight et al., (1990). It was
noted that the interface is formed by tight and extensive interactions that have a
somewhat polar character. The location of Cys247 of two large subunits
indicated the presence of a disulphide bond, that would strengthen the dimer
interaction, and the bond formed despite the presence of a reducing agent (2mercaptoethanol or dithiothreitol) in the buffers used for purification and
crystallization. In vivo, under the influence of light, reducing conditions prevail
and disulphide bonds may be broken. This may decrease stability of the dimer
and could influence catalysis. The 247 cysteine pair is not completely
conserved in all Rubisco forms though. The number of protein structures
deposited in the Protein Data Bank has grown exponentially since the first
Rubisco spinach structure was determined, but the homodimer interface of
L8S8 Rubisco’s large subunit remains one of the largest protein interface
structures determined (with solvent accessible surface >40 nm2, Figure 1). This
interface is the largest in Rubisco and is present in structures from higher
plants (tobacco, spinach and rice), C. reinhardtii and Synechococcus. Dimeric
(L2) Rubisco has fewer residues included in its homodimer interface, but is still
sizeable compared to a set of PDB representatives (Figure 4), being close to 30
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nm2. Large-large subunit homodimers in hexadecameric (L8S8) Rubisco with a
substrate analogue bound in the active site have a significantly larger interface
area than the unliganded and unactivated enzyme. Upon substrate binding, the
interface area increases 10 nm2 in size. This effect can be seen in spinach
Rubisco with and with a substrate analogue bound in the active site (8RUC and
1AUS) and also in the tobacco enzyme (4RUB and 3RUB).
The number of hydrogen bonds on the large homodimer interface of the
different forms of Rubisco varies considerably as does the size of the interface.
Note: the number of hydrogen bonds in Figure 4 includes salt bridges so it
represents all polar interactions. The number of hydrogen bonds in L8S8
Rubisco is more than the average number of hydrogen bonds calculated for a
set of representative structures from the Protein Data Bank, illustrating the
tight interaction provided by the Rubisco large subunit homodimer interface.
For the L8S8 structures with a substrate analogue in the active site, the number
of hydrogen bonds in the homodimer interface increases even more, with
almost 50%.
Table 7. Rubisco structures labeled in Figure 4. CABP is the substrate analogue 2-carboxyarabinitol1,5-bisphosphate.
PDB

Organism

Form

Complex

Resolution (Å)

1GK8

C. reinhardtii wild type

L8 S8

Mg2+-CO2/CABP

1.40

1UWA

C. reinhardtii L290F mutant

L8 S8

Mg2+-CO2/CABP

2.30

code

2+

1UW9

C. reinhardtii L290F/A222T mutant

L8 S8

Mg -CO2/CABP

2.05

1UZH

C.

L8 S8

Mg2+-CO2/CABP

2.20

L8 S8

Mg2+-CO2/CABP

2.40

reinhardtii/Synechococcus

loop

mutant
1UZD

C. reinhardtii/Spinach loop mutant

2+

1AUS

Spinach

L8 S8

8RUC

Spinach

L8 S8

Mg -CO2
Mg2+-CO2/CABP

2.20
1.60

3RUB

Tobacco

L8 S8

SO42- x 2

2.00

4RUB

Tobacco

L8 S8

Mg2+-CO2/CABP

2.70

1EJ7

Tobacco

L8 S8

PO43- x 2

2.45

2+

1RBL

Synechococcus PCC6301

L8 S8

Mg -CO2/CABP

2.20

5RUB

Rhodospirillum rubrum

L2

-

1.70

9RUB

Rhodospirillum rubrum

L2

Mg2+-CO2/RuBP

2.60

1RUS

Rhodospirillum rubrum

L2

3PGA

2.90

2-

1.90

2D69

Pyrococcus horikoshii

L8

SO4

1GEH

Thermococcus kodakaraensis

L10

SO42- x 2

2.80

3A12

Thermococcus kodakaraensis

L10

Mg2+-CO2CABP

2.30
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Figure 4. Homodimer interfaces of Rubisco (coloured dots) and a selection of representative
structures from the Protein Databank (black dots). L8S8 Rubisco in red, L2 Rubisco in orange, L10
Rubisco in yellow. See table 7 for PDB code abbreviations

As expected there is a correlation between the number of contacts and the
interface surface area as shown in Figure 4. The distribution of polar
interactions per interface area follows a linear relationship and may serve as a
reference for the hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity of the interface. The area
below the line is dominated by hydrophobic contacts, whereas the area above
the line shows a dominance of hydrophilic interactions. The correlation curve
shown was calculated based on 17 representative PDB entries selected
according to defined criteria (see Paper II). Details of the selected structures
are provided in the supplementary data of Paper II. The L8S8 large subunit
homodimers from structures with a substrate analogue bound in the active site
have a much higher number of hydrogen bonds than expected based on the
correlation of area and contacts.
L8S8 Rubisco contains 48 different subunit interfaces and although the LL1
interface is the largest and most important, the role of the other interfaces has
not been investigated in depth previously. Large-large subunit contacts LL2
and LL3 are one tenth of the size of LL1, but still 4.4 and 3.5 nm2,
corresponding to the size of interaction in a globular small protein complex.
The small to large subunit interfaces, LS1, LS2 and LS3, range in size from 17
to 5.2 nm2.
The dynamics of the interfaces and nature of interface contacts is explored
in more detail here. The size of the interfaces and the number of hydrogen
bonds and polar contacts are subject to change at room temperature. MD
simulations of Rubisco from C. reinhardtii show an interesting transition in the
interface structure of the L8S8 complex (Figure 5). The LL1 interface has a
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Figure 5. MD Simulation of 4 LL1 interfaces in Rubisco from C. reinhardtii (wild-type with substrate
analogue CABP bound) using OPLS force field and TIP4P water. The number of hydrogen bonds (here
including polar contacts) decreases in the first 5 ns and then stabilizes.

decrease in number of interface contacts in the first 5 ns of simulation. This is
followed by stabilization in the remainder of simulation. The interface area
also shows variation. The total simulation time was 30 ns and the structure
contained the substrate analogue 2-carboxyarabinotol-1,5-bisphosphate
(CABP).
The number of hydrogen bonds in all interfaces after simulation is shown in
Figure 6. Each interface type shows variation in size and number of contacts
and deviates somewhat from the size and contacts listed in Figure 1, reflecting
the transient nature of hydrogen bonds and the motion of residues at room
temperature (summarized in Tables 8 and 9). Wild-type Rubisco (1GK8) and
the single/double mutant structures (1UWA, 1UW9) have similar LL1 and LS1
interface sizes and number of hydrogen bonds/polar contacts. The variation in
interface size and number of hydrogen bonds does not allow a discrimination
of the mutated structures. The replacement of small subunit loop A47-R71 with
T46-G64 from spinach does result in a tighter, but not larger LL1 and LS1
interface. Replacement of this loop with the corresponding shorter loop
(residues H47-F53) from Synechococcus Rubisco has a detrimental effect on
the sizes of the LL1 and LS1 interfaces, but not on the number of hydrogen
bonds on the LS1 interface.
The ratio of hydrogen bonds per interface area is comparable for all
subunits, but the LL1, LL2, LL3, and LS2 interfaces have a more hydrophilic
character than the other interfaces. An average of 1.7 hydrogen bonds per
square nanometer is found in the LL interfaces (average of LL1, LL2, and
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Figure 6. Hydrogen bonds (including polar contacts) and interface areas of 7 types of interfaces (a) in
Rubisco from C. reinhardtii (1GK8) and four mutants (b, see table 5 for PDB code abbreviations). Data
are averaged from the last 2 ns of a 30 ns simulation.

LL3), compared to 1.3 hydrogen bonds per square nanometer in LS interfaces
(average of LS1, LS2, and LS3) or 0.9 hydrogen bonds per square nanometer
in SS interfaces (average of SS1). The LS2 interface has 1.6 hydrogen bonds
per square nanometer and is more hydrophilic than any other LS interface.
It is unusual for a protein to have high polarity on the inside. Protein folding
studies show that the inside of proteins tends to be hydrophobic, serving as a
core for protein folding. Water as solvent interacts best with outer residues that
are more hydrophilic. The unusually high polarity of Rubisco’s large subunit
homodimer interface may help to bring the two subunits tighter together.
Table 8. Variation in subunit interface sizes and number of hydrogen bonds (including polar contacts)
in Rubisco from C. reinhardtii and mutants, Data are averaged from the last 2 ns of a 30 ns simulation
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Interface

Size (nm2)

Hydrogen bonds

LL1

41 – 45

53-79

LL2

3.2 - 4.8

2-11

LL3

1.5 - 3.9

3-9

LS1

12 - 17

14-28

LS2

4.2 - 9

5-16

LS3

2.5 - 6

2-8

SS

2 - 4.7

0-5

Table 9. Variation in LL1 and LS1 interface size and hydrogen bonds (hb) for C. reinhardtii Rubisco
mutant structures. Data are averaged from the last 2 ns of a 30 ns simulation.

C. reinhardtii

LL1 nm2

LL1 hb

LS1 nm2

LS1 hb

wild-type (1GK8)

42.5 - 44.7

69 - 76

14-17

14-26

L290F (1UWA)

42.2 – 42.9

64 – 78

14-18

19-28

L290F/A222T (1UW9)

43.1 – 43.6

64 - 74

15-17

17-27

T46-G64 (Spinach) (1UZD)

42.4 - 42.8

63 – 79

15-17

19-26

H47-F53 (Synechococcus) (1UZH)

40.7 – 43.6

53 – 74

11-14

14-23

4.3 Atomic fluctuations on the interface
The non-covalent contacts on the interfaces mediate the communication
between subunits. The communication is influenced by atomic fluctuations. In
Figure 7, the averaged fluctuations of Cα atoms in C. reinhardtii Rubisco
during 30 ns of simulation are shown. There are large fluctuations on the Nterminal end of the small chain and the C-terminal end of the large chain, that
is involved in active site closure (Taylor and Andersson, 1996). Overall the
large subunit is stable with most residues displacing less than 1 Å during the
simulation. There are a few residues that fluctuate more than 1Å. The single
mutant L290F and double mutant L290F/A222T exhibit virtually the same
average fluctuation, with differences limited to less than 0.5 Å movement.
Around residue 290 no higher fluctuation is observed in contrast to the earlier
observed higher B-factor (Karkehabadi, Taylor et al. 2005). From this, it is
hard to conclude the reason for altered Ω in the single mutant and restoration in
the double mutant and it is likely that mutation A222T is compensating for the
loss in specificity in an indirect way. Taking a closer look at fluctuations at the
LL1 interface (Figure 8), minor differences in the mutant structures are
detected that appear to be due to the presence or absence of CABP in the active
site. In the presence of CABP there is a larger interaction area and less
fluctuation in most residues in the wild type structure, but also an increased
number of isolated high fluctuation points. The pattern of fluctuation in the
mutant structures is different, this is also true for the double mutant, which
does not reproduce the patterns of the wild type interface. Although double
mutant L290F/A222T restores wild type specificity, it does not display
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Figure 7. The per-residue dynamics in C. reinhardtii wild type Rubisco CABP complex (black), the
single mutant L290F (red), and the double mutant L290F/T222A (green). The averaged root mean
square fluctuation (rmsf) of Cα atoms is displayed on the y-axis. The lines below show the difference in
fluctuations between the wild type and L290F (maroon) and between the wild type and L290F/T222A
(light brown). Interface residues are indicated by gray shading of the background.

fluctuations observed in the wild type interface. This suggests that one or more
other processes may play a role in specificity restoration.
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Figure 8. Fluctuations in LL1 and LS1 interfaces in C. reinhardtii Rubisco. From left to right is shown
wild type, single mutant L290F and double mutant L290F/A222T. The upper half shows structures with
substrate analogue CABP bound, the bottom half without CABP. Colouring is from blue (low
fluctuation), through white to red (highest fluctuation). The interfaces are shown in surface
representation, the rest of the subunit in wireframe.
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Figure 9. Amino acid residues at the interfaces of Rubisco. (a) Amino acid distribution at the seven
different types of interfaces of C. reinhardtii wild-type Rubisco. The distribution is similar in the C.
reinhardtii mutants. (b) Amino acid distribution at the LL1 interfaces in different forms of Rubisco:
1GK8, 8RUC, and 1RBL are L8S8 enzymes, 5RUB is a L2 enzyme, 1GEH is a (L2)5 enzyme, and 2QYG,
2OEK, and 1YKW are Rubisco-like proteins. Amino acids are grouped according to properties:
nonpolar (G, A, V, L, I, and M; black), aromatic (F,Y, and W; gray), and polar [S, T, C, P, N, Q, K, R,
H, D, E, and other modified amino acids (X); light gray].

4.4 Interface composition
Polar residues require the opposite (partial) charge in order to interact.
Hydrophobic residues will prefer to interact with each other rather than with
polar water molecules. In this sense polar interactions can be called specific
interactions. The composition of Rubisco interfaces shows a large amount of
polar residues (Figure 9).
Over 50% of the residues at the seven types of interfaces are polar and there
are a number of salt bridges. On the LL1 interface are Glu-Arg salt bridges
(E109-R253 and E110-R213), that are conserved in L8S8 Rubisco. The LL2
interface has a salt bridge at K146-E110, connecting to the LL1 interface
through common residue E110. The small LL3 interface includes two salt
bridges (Y165-K183 and K161-D216). The LL2 interface has relatively most
polar residues of all interfaces, but forms less hydrogen bonds (1.58 per nm2)
than the LL1 interface.
The LS1 interface also forms less hydrogen bonds per nm2 than the LL1
interface, the LS2 interface however is more polar and has as much hydrogen
bonds per nm2 as the LL1 interface (1.33, 1.58 and 1.65 respectively)
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4.5 Studies on gas migration and affinity
The migration of gas into proteins has been investigated earlier. Lakowicz and
Weber (1973) used the ability of O2 to quench the fluorescence of tryptophan
to show that O2 diffuses into proteins at a diffusion rate 20-50% of that of O2 in
water. They also established that all buried interior tryptophan residues are
reached by O2 in a ns timescale, implying that proteins determined by X-ray
crystallography are not rigid structures, but undergo rapid structural
fluctuations. Later studies revealed specific gas channels inside some proteins,
for example for H2 and O2 in hydrogenases (Montet et al., 1997, Cohen et al.,
2006) and O2 in myoglobin - already proposed in 1966, while the first low
resolution structure had been published eight years earlier (Kendrew et al.,
1958). It was also shown later e.g by Tilton et al., (1984, 1988) by linking
xenon filled cavities and with MD calculations by Elber and Karplus (1990).
Other members of the globin family (neuroglobin, hemoglobin) as well as
nitrophorins (NO migration) show similar gas conducts (reviewed in ArroyoManez et al., 2011).
The migration of CO2 in proteins has received far less attention and no
cavity or tunnel for CO2 transport in a protein have been described. There are
fewer enzymes that utilize CO2 as a substrate, but the lack of research is
nevertheless surprising given the importance of carbon fixation. There is a
limited amount of protein structures in the Protein Data Bank that bind CO2
(reviewed in Cundari et al., 2009) and they often involve a residue with a
strong hydrogen bond to the oxygen atoms in CO2, indicating that this is the
preferred mode of stable binding of a gas molecule in a protein (and in some
cases also for enzyme function). The migration of CO2, on the other hand, is
helped by residue specific affinity, but not by strong binding, as is the case in
the structures from the Protein Data Bank. The gas-protein interactions that
define the migration route for CO2 in Rubisco have a different character than
the interactions found in the PDB, as they have to be more transient. There has
been a computational studie investigating the ability of proteins to act as CO2
storage in the context of CO2 emission compensation (Drummond et al., 2012),
but this did not focus on finding a route from the solvent to the active site. The
interaction of CO2 around the active site in Rubisco has been investigated
using quantum chemistry and molecular dynamics (El-Hendawy et al., 2012).
Their approach was to start with a CO2 molecule in the active site and follow it
on its way out. They used a partial L subunit to assess the release of CO2 from
the active site and combined that with quantum mechanical calculations, rather
than focusing on finding a defined migration route and concluded that CO2
release and diffusion is a slow process (mainly due to Coulomb interaction)
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along a narrow path to the solvent, possibly involving some protein surface
contacts.

4.6 CO2 solubility
The discovery of the existence of tunnels in certain proteins coincided with the
growth in number of protein structures in the Protein Data Bank. The mode of
gas migration in numerous proteins and especially those that have a deeply
buried active site, seems to be through tunnels, however this does not mean
that gas is not diffusing in the bulk of the protein. In Rubisco the active site is
located near the surface. There is very little guidance for CO2 if a straight route
from solvent to active site is considered. CO2 is not a very soluble molecule
(Wilhelm et al, 1977) therefore is expected to accumulate at the protein,
initially at a random place at the surface. The pathway for CO2 to the active
site is described in Paper III. In a series of MD simulations the distribution of
CO2 was determined at various concentrations for four Rubisco structures. The
same was done for O2 in order to rationalize the relation between surface
properties and specificity.
The CO2 model used in Paper III consists of five points of which three have
charge (0.94 in the center and -0.47 at either end) and the two extra points
contain the masses (atomic weight 22 each) (Merz, 1991). The O2 model used
in Paper III has three points; two negative charges at the outer ends (-0.11), a
positive charge at the center (0.22). The masses are located at the negative
charge points (atomic weight 16 each) (Hub and De Groot, 2008). The Gibbs
energy of hydration has been determined to be 0.7 kJ/mol for CO2 and 7.75
kJ/mol for O2, indicating that CO2 has higher solubility in water and that
neither molecule is a good solute.
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Figure 10. The effect of increases (from left to right) in CO2 and O2 concentration on their distribution
in Rubisco from C. reinhardtii. CO2 density is in green; O2 density is in red; protein is in a gradient
from white to blue, where darker blue indicates nearness to the active site. The viewpoint is on 45
degrees off the 2-fold axis, meaning that the center of each image shows an LL dimer with an active
site at roughly 1/3 and 2/3 of the image height.

The effect of increases in concentration for the distribution of CO2 and O2 is
visualized in Figure 10 for Rubisco from C. reinhardtii. The accumulation of
CO2 in defined regions of Rubisco is much higher than that of O2 at similar
concentration. Both gases diffuse into the protein, rather than remaining at the
surface. CO2 can be found at any location during the course of simulation, with
the most visited sites being around the large-small subunit interfaces and
around the active site entrance. O2 is diffusing from solvent into Rubisco as
well, but to less extent and in addition the distribution in Rubisco is in more
isolated sites, seemingly more randomly distributed. This result is most
interesting when recalling that the solubility of CO2 in water is higher than that
of O2. The difference in energy for Rubisco binding CO2 than O2 is more
favourable by approximately 10 kJ/mol.
The highest density of CO2 in Rubisco is subsurface, just under the outer
edges of the hexadecamer complex. A higher subsurface concentration of CO2
is also found at the inside of the protein, close to the central solvent channel.
The lowest density of CO2 is found at the highest center of mass in the protein
complex: the interior of the large subunits. This can be attributed to a higher
viscosity of protein compared to water as a solvation medium. It is important to
note, however, that within a 40 ns simulation virtually every amino acid is
visited by at least one CO2 molecule. The accessibility of Rubisco for small gas
molecules can be explained by side chain and small backbone movements of
residues at room temperature. There are no large cavities where gas
accumulates. There is also no measurable increase in protein size after taking
up CO2 or O2, which in itself is not too surprising, because of the relatively
small volume of the gas molecules. Likely the gas molecules fill up existing
voids that are created by the amino acid flexibility.
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Figure 11. Affinity for CO2 and O 2 of Rubisco from C. reinhardtii (PDB code 1gk8) and spinach
(8ruc, 1aus, 1rcx). Shown is the cumulative distribution of gas within 6 Å of any Rubisco residue
during 20 ns simulation as a function of the concentration of gas in mM. Dashed lines are for O2 ,
solid lines for CO2. The inset shows an example CO 2 affinity per residue type from spinach.

Rubisco has a higher affinity for CO2 than for O2, but this affinity is not
equal for all residue types. Figure 11 illustrates this by showing the average
affinity of Rubisco complexes for both CO2 and O2. The individual affinity
per residue type shows a larger spread than the averages (Figure 11 inset).
This difference in affinity could in principle be exploited for engineering.

4.7 Residue affinity for CO2
The residue specific affinity for CO2 and O2 has been investigated in Paper III.
The affinity calculation is based on the number of gas molecule visits for each
time-step within a 6 Å cutoff of an amino acid during simulation. The resulting
value is influenced by simulation time and gas concentration and allows
therefore only a relative comparison. The affinity of amino acids in Rubisco for
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Figure 12. Affinity of amino acids in Rubisco for CO2 and O2 . Rubisco complexes are from C.
reinhardtii (PDB code 1gk8) and spinach (8ruc, 1aus, 1rcx).

CO2 and O2 is shown (on a logarithmic scale) in Figure 12. It appears that
small hydrophobic amino acids (alanine, valine, leucine, isoleucine) are most
frequently visited by CO2. The larger hydrophobic amino acids (phenylalanine,
tyrosine and tryptophan) are also visited frequently, but not as often (values are
normalized). Side chain charge (arginine, lysine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid)
does not benefit CO2 affinity. Amino acids with a polar, but uncharged side
chain (serine, threonine) attract CO2 better than amino acids with a charged
side chain. Compared with CO2, O2 has lower affinity for all residue types,
except cysteine, that apparently offers relatively favourable O2 interaction.
The values are corrected for solvent accessible surface area, though interior
residues have inherently less access due to higher viscosity of protein
compared to water. This factor remains difficult to quantify, therefore
extrapolation of these data to general amino acid affinity for CO2 or O2 is not
justified.

4.8 Subunit affinity for CO2 and O2
As a consequence of the different affinity for CO2 and O2 of distinct amino
acids, the large and small subunits will have different affinity for the gases,
because they have different amino acid compositions. In C. reinhardtii the
small subunit binds CO2 2.1 times more than the large subunit while O2 is
bound 1.4 times more. Thus both gases visit the small subunit more often than
the large subunit, and CO2 visits even more than O2. Amino acid substitutions
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in the small subunit of Rubisco have been shown to improve specificity by
enhancing the thermal stability of the enzyme (Spreitzer, 2003). Its amino acid
composition may also be a factor that increases enzyme specificity.
The origin of the difference in binding affinity per subunit type could be
due to selection pressure. Since the small subunits are not in direct contact with
the active site, a higher mutational variation may be permitted. The different
genomic coding of the small subunits (nuclear genome rather than chloroplast)
allows for a higher mutational frequency. On the other hand, contacts required
for holoenzyme stability may provide a constraint on the sequence variation.

4.9 Route for CO2 to the active site
The distribution of CO2 in the simulations in Paper III provides a possibility to
reconstruct a migration route to the active site. The absence of well-defined
tunnels and cavities makes direct entry of CO2 to Rubisco's active site from
solvent less likely. A route along the protein surface is a possibility, yet the fact
that protein provides a better solvation to CO2 than water indicates that an
interior route is the most favourable. The areas in hexadecameric Rubisco from
C. reinhardtii and spinach with the highest CO2 visitations are in the small and
large subunits around the large-small subunit interfaces and around the active
site entrance. These areas form a continuous area (in terms of similar amount
of CO2 visitations). The low solubility of CO2 is a driving force towards
migration into the protein. The gas will accumulate in the areas that favour
contact, while at the same time the binding affinity will not be as high as to
prevent further migration. From one of the large-small subunit interface areas
migration towards the active site entrance is conceivable. The interconnection
of this (large) high-affinity region and the (smaller) active site entrance
suggests that the small subunit may act as a funnel for CO2 migration. The
migration of a CO2 molecule can be along the surface of the protein, but the
highest density of CO2 is found underneath the surface, therefore a migration
between the surface residues fits the data. In contrast, the regions with high O2
affinity in Rubisco are not well connected and despite the fact that the active
site entrance also has a high affinity for O2, migration of O2 through high
affinity regions seems more unlikely. The ability of Rubisco to guide its
substrate with moderate binding affinity appears to enhance its specificity.
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4.10 Factors important for overall efficiency
Features such as altered dynamics, holoenzyme stability and CO2 affinity
ultimately depend on amino acid sequence variation. There are also a number
of external factors influencing Rubisco activity.
Many organisms have evolved carbon concentrating mechanisms in order to
increase local available CO2 concentration (reviewed in Raven et al., 2012,
Meyer and Griffiths, 2012). The ability to raise CO2 concentration relieves the
need for specificity.
Another factor is the ATP dependent protein Rubisco activase. The side
reactions catalyzed by Rubisco lead to Rubisco-ligand complexes that are
kinetically trapped. To facilitate substrate release, the active site can be opened
by Rubisco activase in an ATP dependent manner and the ligand released
(Wang and Portis, 1992, reviewed in Portis, 2008).
There are genetic factors such as the different encoding of small subunit
(nuclear) and large subunit (chloroplast) that complicates hexadecamer
formation. Signal sequences are required for transport of the small subunit
through the chloroplast membrane and species-specific folding chaperones are
necessary for enzyme folding and assembly (Li and Tabita, 1997, Bracher et
al., 2011). These proteins in turn require regulation (which can be an
engineering target itself, see e.g. Parry et al., 2013).
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5

Conclusions

Rubisco has been studied for many decades, yet not everything of its molecular
function is known. Understanding the influence of molecular structure and
dynamics on its reaction mechanism may assist crop engineering. The
increasing number of available crystal structures aids in understanding the
consequences of sequence variation between species. Knowledge of the
structure of highly specific Rubisco from arctic diatoms adds new information
and may deliver clues to specific residues for engineering Rubisco into a more
efficient enzyme. Diatom Rubiscos share a specific small subunit structure
element that may tighten the interaction of the subunits in the holoenzyme.
They show variation in amino acid sequence at specific sites within and
between species. The structures are further characterized by the presence of a
large number of intriguing residue modifications of unknown function.
Rubisco from arctic algae has higher CO2 specificity than Rubisco from crop
plants. The specificity is however higher at lower temperature. This may
provide a barrier to crop engineering, but needs to be tested.
The subunit interfaces of hexadecameric Rubisco can be grouped in seven
types of which the large-large subunit LL1 is the largest. The large-small
subunit interactions comprise a significant part of the large subunit's surface.
Large-large subunit interactions are more hydrophilic than large-small subunit
interactions. The size of the interaction area is subject to change in a dynamic
structure, but the hydrophilic interactions vary even more so. This is illustrated
by the tightness of the LL1 subunit in Rubisco structures with or without a
substrate analogue in the active site.
The effect of a single mutation is difficult to detect, but is likely to result in
changes in protein dynamics. It is difficult to assess which of these changes are
responsible for altered specificity. Specificity restoration of double mutant
L290F/A222T in C. reinhardtii exhibits not a return of wild type dynamics, but
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shows another pattern, indicating that one or more other processes may play a
role. The consequences of single mutation may be multiple and not
straightforward to interpret. Decreasing small-small subunit interaction is
however clearly connected to decreased holoenzyme stability.
The migration of CO2 to the active site is a process that seems to be guided
by the specific amino acid composition of Rubisco. Rubisco affinity for CO2 is
higher than for O2 despite the higher water solubility for CO2. The small
subunits have an even higher affinity for CO2 than the large subunits. This
leads to the conclusion that the small subunits may have a previously
unconsidered property: that of CO2 reservoir. It also implies that the CO2 and
O2 affinity of altered amino acids needs to be considered when engineering
Rubisco.
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